Right Way Gondola Checkout Installation Instructions

1. Assemble metal Gondola shelving unit, (instructions included or on website), with base shelves only. Do not install upper shelves at this time. Place correct base shelf depth on customer and clerk side. Unit should be placed exactly where it will be used. Important: to insure correct fit of countertop and side panels, carefully level unit by adjusting the bottom levelers.

2. Place wood shelf brackets in front and back top slots of all metal uprights. Brackets have flanges on either right or left sides. Flanges on end brackets should face toward middle of unit.

3. Attach the four “L” brackets to underside of countertop. Place against raised shelf edge and fasten with the #8 x ¾” Pan Head wood screws.
4. Turn countertop over and place on top of metal unit. Do not fasten to wood shelf brackets.

5. Place one laminated side panel against end of metal unit and adjust to equally cover both base shelves. Move countertop so square side panel end matches back end of countertop. The radius front end will project about 2” past the front of the counter top. Depending on how level the floor is, side panel may be higher than the countertop. Fasten the end panel to the “L” brackets on the countertop. Before fastening the countertop to the wood shelf brackets, repeat the above steps for the other side panel. As an option, you may fasten the bottom of the side panels to the base shoe covers. Lift the base shelves. Place drill in a large opening in base shoe and drill hole in each of the four covers. Secure end panel to covers with ¾” screws.

6. Fasten countertop to the wood shelf brackets on the metal unit. Install upper shelves. Front shelves at an angle with front fences. Rear storage shelves are flat.

If checkout counter is relocated, remove countertop and side panels, so unit can be properly leveled.